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ABSTRACT: The article comments on Irving Rexham· and Karla
Poewe's analysis of German anticult policy. It argues that the concept of
verfassungsfeindlich (hostile to the constitution), which according to
Hexham and Poewe is central in German anticult rhetmic, is used only
against Scientology, and it does not play any significant role in other
cases. The anticult climate in German public and government reactions
to minority religions does not appear tobe more intense than in many
other European countries. It is not convincing, therefore, to explain
them with specific German historical experiences. However, religion
does hold a lower position on the scale of constitutional rights than in
the United States. Freedom of religion may not impinge upon other.
constitutional rights. Government involvement in anticult acti\ities
does not seem to be due to shortcomings of the political or legal system.
Rather it reflects deficiencies in actual policy-making and in particular
a lack of reliable information about new religious movements.
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rving Hexham and Karla Poewe's article, "' Verfassungsfeindlich':
Church, State, and New Religions in Germany," appeared in early
1999, 1 about halfa year after the German Parliamentary Commission
of Inquiry on Sects and Cults (Enquete Kommission "Sogenannte
Sekten und Psychogruppen") had published its final report. The installation of this commission of inquiry was the climax of a public campaign
against new religious movements (NRMs) and religious minority groups
(indiscriminately labeled Sekten) that had gained momentum in the
early l 990s after the unification of the two German states. Around 1995
news about the alleged dangers posed by these groups appeared almost
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daily in German newspapers. The main target of these attacks was the
Church ofScientology, which was perceived as a threat to internal security. Scientology was accused of auempting to infilu·ate enterprises, political parties and public services, and to turn its followers into remote-controlled zombies. Absurd as these allegations may seem, however, they
were supported by senior politicians and state governments. lt wa·s
against the background of this collecti,·e fear that the Commission of
Inquirv \\·as established by the German Bundestag as a response to the
strong public demand for some kind of government action. 2
Hexham and Poewe deYeloped their arguments in view of the
extraordinarv attention that the debate about sects and cults received in
the German press. They are right in desc1ibing the German anticult policy as disquieting to anyone adYocating suict neuu·alitv of the state in religious matters and the protection of any religious group or moYement
against disoimination and defamation. vVhile ideas ofwhat religious liberty means are different in the L'nited States, Germany or other Europeari
countries, it cannot be denied that what happened in Germany during
these years was at the edge, and sometimes beyond the limits, ofwhat is
acceptable even within the German legal frame. I agree \\ith the two
authors that it was not the mere existence of anticult propaganda that was
embarrassing, but rather the collaboration of state agencies with anticult
institutions that was of concern. They are right, therefore, in taking the
anticult activities in Germany as a social phenomenon that demands investigation and explanation. v\l1ile I accept their general description of the
problem, I do have difficulties in following some of their arguments.
Hexham and Poewe want to provide insights into the complexity of
the German situation bv discussing the German fear of NRLvls in its historical dimension. They maintain that Germans implicitly or explicitly
interpret all new religions in terms of their "ideology of constitutional
danger." 3 This, they explain, must be understood against the background of the German experience \\ith totalitarian regimes and particularly Nazism. I agree that the frightful experience of German history
in the twentieth centurv has shaped the political consciousness of postwar Germanv more than any other single factor. And it is true that there
is great sensiti,ity to movements and groups that appear to pursue political goals outside the realm of the established party system. Thus, even
the Party of Democratic Socialism (PDS), which in some federal states
is part of the government coalition, is being observed by the Agencies
for the Protection of the Constitution (Amter für Verfassungsschutz, i.e.
internal intelligence agencies) .4 vVhile there may be some obsessive
traits in protecting the constitution, Hexham and Poewe are wrong
when they state that the Ministries of the Interior use the internal intelligence agencies to observe NR.cvis. Tobe cynical: if they only had! :Much
confusion on the part of government agencies could have been avoicled
had they gathered reliable information about NR.Ms.
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There is one single exception. In 1997, at the height of the Scientology scare, the Ministries of the Interior decided to put Scientology
under observation by the internal security agencies. There was much
debate about this decision, but public pressure was high and some
sta.tes, like Bavaria and North Rhine-vVestphalia, were strongly engaged
in the anti-Scientology crusade. This is the onlv case ll"here a new religious movement was officially treated as verfassungsfeindlich (hostile to
the constitution). At that time one or two anticult lobb)ists attempted
to ride on the anti-Scientology wave to apply the labe! ve1fas5llngsfeindlich
to other religious minorities, such as Jehovah's v\"itnesses, but these
charges were not taken up in the media and had no public effects.'
However, some NR.cvfs were in fact charged \\ith ha\ing political goals.
In particular, Scientology and the Unification Church were said to seek
"world supremacy."" Still, the charge of threatening the constitutional
orcler was never central in German anticult polemics. Much more often
new and minority religions are accused of being engaged in economic
activities and using religion as a pretext for gaining ta.x-exemption and
other privileges. Ancl, of course, in public perception the labels sect and
cult usually mean that these groups exploit their members, isolate them
socially and make them psvchologically dependent. 7 From the point of
view of religious liberty, this does not make things much better, but it
shows that Hexham and Poewe's interpretation may pul too much stress
on the political argument.
Nevertheless, it is true that political considerations play a certain
role in the German debate about minority religions. A significant case
is the Jehovah 's vVitnesses' attempt to gain the Status of a corporation by
public law. 8 As this status was denied by the State Government ofBerlin,
they went to the courts. In the first and second instances they won the
case, but the Federal Administrative Court decided that they were not
entitled to this legal status. The central argument was thatjehovah's
vVitnesses do not allow their members to participate in public elections.
Since the legitimacy of the state rests on democratic elections. it was
argued that the vVitnesses' refusal to take part negated and undermined
this legitimacy. 9 If this decision had remained valid, it would have
implied that only religious communities that show loyalty to the state
could be corporations by public law. However, the Federal Constitutional Court quashed the judgment exactly because this argument has
no legal basis in the German constitution. lt confirms that all religions
have equal rights, even if they do not support the existing political system.10 vVe must be cautious, therefore, to clifferentiate between political
arguments used against religious minorities in public rhetoric on the
one hand, and the actual legal situation on the other. As this case shows,
the legal system is strong enough to secure the rights of religious minorities even in cases where the administration and public opinion are
opposed to them.
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There is certainly nothing unusual about having different opinions
on the interpretation oflaws in a pluralistic society. This is also true for
understanding what religious liberty means and what the right policy
towards religions is. F or scholars of religion observing conflicts between
NR.c\Js and anticult activists, government reactions, and legal rules in
Germany and other countries, there often seems to be a methodological ambiguity. ·we know that there are no scientific methods to pass
value j udgments or to define political goals, but we are participants in
.political discourses and maintain cenain values such as freedom of religion. Thus we have, as it were, a double identity as scientific obseners
and analysts, and political participants. I personally experience this double identity, since as an expert member of the Commission ofinquiry on
Sects, I v1·as and still am involved in political discourses about religious
minorities. In this role I have no difficulty in criticizing many aspects of
government policy and court decisions since they do not correspond to
my own understanding ofreligious liberty and a liberal state. 11
Hexham and Poewe are not very explicit in their political judgments, but it is evident that they do judge politically. In their conclusion
they recomrnend that German politicians revise their thinking and take
steps to prevent the persecution of rninority religions. I can understand
this view, but I doubt that it is very scientific. There is no such thing as
an objective standard that could be taken as a measure to judge what is
the correct interpretation of religious liberty. I am convinced that the
Gerrnan policy toward religious minorities is to sorne degree irrational
and certainly ill inforrned, and I believe that some measures taken
against Scientology are unconstitutional; however, I do not think it is justified to talk of religious persecution. 12 Of course, these are personal opinions. Hexham and Poewe have a different opinion. These differences
are beyond the scope of scientific research and we should, therefore,
reserve political judgrnents to discourses other than scientific.
These remarks are not directed against Hexham and Poewe's article, since the subject of religious freedom is a general proble:n in international scholarly discourse about N&'\ils and governrnent reactions.
Most scholars, including rnyself, are inclined to understand religious
freedom in the sense of the First Arnendrnent of the lJnited States constitution. But this constitution is not valid as a standard by which to judge
Gerrnan politics. Scholars of law could take international conventions
and discuss whether German laws and the actual political practice violate these conventions. As a rule, the protection of religious liberty in the
German constitution· is rnuch stronger than in any international convention. Hence, violations of these conventions will usually also violate
the constitution. Frorn a juridical point of view, the crucial question
therefore concerns the functioning of the Gerrnan legal system. Are
there signs that German courts are not vvilling or not capable of securing the equal treatment of religions and the free exercise of religion as
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guaranteed by the constitution? These are questions that cannot be discussed here, since we would have to consider quite a number of cases.
lt appears that generally speaking, however, the legal systern does secure
religious freedorn, even if there are decisions that are controversial.
This is normal in any legal system and not confined to the realrn of religion. Different judges may judge differently. As we luve seen in the
above-mentioned case ofJehovah's vVitnesses, the Constitutional Court
quashed a decision of the Federal Court of Administration .
There is little reason, therefore, tobe concerned about the German
legal systern. vVe possibly would prefer another government policy and
another public opinion (which is a political issue and not a legal one).
vv11ile we have no scientific methods wit11 which to criticize political cultures, we can analyze them. In the case of the Jehovah's vVitnesses, it
became clear that, according to the constitution, the state is entitled to
judge the actual behavior of religious communities if they apply for the
status of corporation bv public law. Of course, it cannot just accept
rurnors or public allegations. Rather, the Constitutional Court demands
a careful investigation and consideration of nurnerous factors.
In other words, the state is not obliged to treat all religions equally
under any condition. This legal situation is obviously different from the
American one. On the scale of constitutional values, religion holds a
lower position in Germany than in the United States. German policymakers and lawyers are more inclined to consider the lirnitations of
religious liberty if they feel it conflicts with other constitutional rights.
I do not agree with Hexham and Poewe that government involvement
in anticult activities has sornething to do with an alleged Gerrnan
ernphasis on group as opposed to individual rights. Individual rights
form the core of the German constitution. But in Gerrnan political culture, the state is expected to protect indi\idual rights even against religions should religions impinge upon them. lt is, of course, a factual
question whether such impingement is the case or not, and there rnay
be different views about it. That is why sometimes the courts have to
decide. Certainly the German administrations and even some courts
occasionally base their decisions on poor or wrong information, which
is a real problern. These are not shortcomings of the legal and political
system, however, but of practical politics. 13 Gerrnan political culture and
the legal system do not only allow but oblige the governrnent to warn
against a certain religion, if it is convinced that this religious cornmunity
violates the rights of individuals.
That is not exactly the spirit of the First Amendment. Does that
mean tlut Gerrnan political culture is hostile to religious liberty? Should
it not be the right of any individual to choose his or her religion without governrnent interference? I am personally inclined to this view,
even if I do not ignore the fact that some religious cornrnunities have
been harmful to their rnembers or other citizens, although not in
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Germanv. Yet there are various views of what freedom means and where
its limitations are. As I said, freedom ofreligion does not hold the highest position on the German scale of constitutional rights. In other political cultures there are other scales. You might be allowed to choose a
religion without government interference, but not have the freedom to
choose the drugs you like. In Germany vou have the freedom to damage
your health by smoking, an individual right that is considerably
restricted in many American states. Americans may understand the
German gm·ernment attitude towards NR.\fs better if they compare it to
consumer protection. Consumers of religion should have the right to
choose the products they want, but they should also be informed about
the problems that may occur. Therefore, it is argued, the govemment
can be obliged to warn against certain religions or human potential
training groups in the same way it warns against tobacco or alcohol. In
fact, to compare sects to drugs is a common argument of anticultists. lt
is certainly more common than the charge of ve1jassungifeindlich.
If I understand Hexham and Poewe's article correctly, they do not
primarily wish to cornment politically on the German anticult climate,
but seek to explain it in its historical dimension. Although they do not
state it explicitlv, one feels that there is a hypothesis behind tlüs: that
Gerrnany is different.Tobe sure, otller countries also have anticult movements, and the German one is fairly small. 14 But in Gerrnany tllere are
state adrninistrations engaged in anticult activities. This is certainly different from North America. I agree with Hexham and Poewe that we also
have to consider historv if we are to understand these differences.
However, I am not sure that the historical factors they identify are the
right ones. One of thern is tlle concept of verjassungsfeindlich, which, as
has been described above, seems to be less central tllan tlle two autllors
suggest. The otl1er is the historical heritage of close cooperation between
t11e state and the two major churches. lt is true that the German anticult
movement was founded by a Protestant churchman and tllat some of its
rnost prominent activist5 still are Protestant "sect commissioners." On the
other hand, there are also "sect commissioners," both Protestant and
Catholic, who are fairly moderate and do what can be reasonably
expected from pastors: they try to care for their flocks. Put another way,
they help parents and families concerned about relatives who are
imolved in NR.Ms. Whether they do a good job or not is hard to say since
they do not act in public, but I guess that rnany of them do it better than
most private anticult counselors. In any case, they do their job. \Vhat is
important to note is that not all of the 190 "sect commissioners" of tlle
churches counted by Hexham and Poewe are anticult activists.
Admittedly, some of them are ratller aggressive and have succeeded in
pushing the anticult issue into the media. But there are also others, less
prominent, who organize inter-religious dialogues \~ith NR.Ms.
Cooperation between the churches and tlle state is without doubt
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one factor contributing to tlle state's attitude towards religious rninorities, but we should not overestimate this point. There are European
countries such as England, Norway, and Denmark where the constitutional role of tlle major churches is even stronger than in Germany
since they have established churches. Strangely, in these countries the
governments usually are not involved in anticult activities. On the other
hand, t11e strict separation of church and state that we find in France did
not prevent the French government and parliament from launching an
anticult policy that in Germany would certainly be unconstitutional.
Hence, t11e factor of "churches" is not as clear in its effects as Hexham
and Poewe seem to imply.
The question concerning Germany's negative attitude to religious
minorities has been revived recently by Derek Davis, who draws a historical line from Charlemagne's bloody Christianization of the Saxons to tl1e
Crusades and the Holocaust. He considers today's persecution of religious minorities in Germany as the repetition of a recognizable cycle of
events. This cycle starts with the identification of potential targets for
oppression by tlle "official" religion, and it ends ''"ith tlle authorities issuing decrees to remoYe forcibly ilie targeted religious groups from specific
regions. 15 These are serious considerations, although Davis probably
overstresses the role of Germany in medieval and early modern
European history. The history of religious persecution in Europe is not
confined to the region that today is Germany, nor is modern antiSemitism. The Holocaust is unique to German history, however. After t11e
crimes of the Holocaust, Germany is indeed different from other countries. There certainly is reason to be watchful of tlle German state "s policy towards minorities. Important as these political considerations are,
they lack sufficient social scientific analysis. History does not explain
everything. The anticult movement is not a German invention, but an
international phenomenon. 16 In France and Belgium tlle political elites
seem tobe significantly more occupied with fighting sects and cults than
in Germany. This does not make things better, of course, but it shows that
there may be factors more important than history. What we have to investigate are the social conditions of intolerance, moral panics and witchhunts, which may have different targets. Religious minorities are just
one of them. Others could be Communists, counterrevolutionaries,
Islamists, or unpatriotic elements, depending upon the circumstances. 17
In comparative perspective it does not appear that the anticult climate
in Gerrnany is exceptional to the extent tllat it needs an explanation by
specific German historical traditions or experiences. Many European
countries have had parliamentary commissions of inquiry into sects and
cults. 18 The report of the German commission can be criticized in many
respects, but it is not more anticultist than most others. 19 This being said,
I do tllink that Hexham and Poewe are right in pointing to the intensity
of the Scientology panic and tlle influence of some church-affiliated anti-
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cult activists on the public debate and government reactions. I do not,
however, share the view that the support the anticult movement received
from some politicians and parts of the administration reveals fundamental deficiencies in the German legal and political system. The legal system
can protect freedom of religion even if it works slowly. And the political
system is capable of correcting extreme developments. After publication
of the final report of the Commission of Inquiry, the situation changed
considerably. Almost overnight the media lost their interest in sects and
cults. and the issue was reduced to what it is: a minor theme in which some
people are interested for personal reasons.
NR:vls are not a political issue of general interest in today's
Germany. Even the Scientology scare is only a dim reflection ofwhat it
used to be. To be sure, Scientology is still being observed by the internal intelligence agencies (Verfassungsschutz). Vv11at they discovered
does not confirm the former horror scenarios. But since considerable
political prestige has been invested in the fight against Scientology, it
seems difficult to admit a mistake and to end surveillance.
This brings me to my last point. How was it possible for German governments to make such big political mistakes and allow the anticult panic
to develop into a political issue of some importance? And could this happen again? The answer to the latter question definitely is ''Yes." For what
happened was the flawed policy of a governrnent that could not react
effectively to public pressure sirnply because it did not have reliable inforrnation. Gennan policy-rnakers-politicians, officials, and journalistshad no rneans to respond rationallv to the dynamics of anticult propaganda launched bv lobbyists and the media. The reason is that they got
their information from exactly these lobbvists and media without being
able to check its reliability. Hexham and Poewe are completely right in
observing that there was hardly any empirical research on N&vls in
Gerrnany. And the few available studies were ignored by the governme11t.
Hence, the government was not in a position to define its own policy on
the basis of an adequate analysis of the facts and to inform the public
about it. lt had no facts to invalidate the arguments of the anticult lobby.
Since this situation has not changed significantlv during the last few
years, the same could happen again. The effects of the final report will
not last forever, and there still is little ernpirical research on religious
minorities. There are several reasons for this lack of research. One of
them is that German sociologists generally are not very interested in
religion. Gerrnany is a secularized country, and sociologists are among
the most secularized. They feel no need to deal wi.th religion, Jet alone
minority religions. In the German academy it is the study of religions
that deals with this subject. However, this discipline is extremely rare at
German universities, and institutes for the study of religion usually
have no more than one or two professors. lt is true, as Hexham and
Poewe state, that rnost of them do historical research in ancient and
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Asian religions, which is what they are expected to do. The crucial
point is that there is no political interest in research into religions and
religious minorities. All German universities are state universities, and
the state governments do everyt11ing they can to cut the costs. Thus,
one should not blame German scholars for paying little attention to
NRLvis. There are hardly any r:esources for this kind of research since
policy-rnakers do not think it is necessary. This, however, is not a shortcoming of German political and legal institutions, nor is it a heritage
of Gerrnan history. lt is simply stupid policy, against which there is no
insurance in any country.
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ABSTRACT: This paper responds to criticism of our earlier work on
the German anticult debate by Ms. Schoen and Prof. Dr. Seiwert. In it
we argue tl1at Schoen misunderstood and misread our article as a
result ofher obsession wi.ili published texts. Both Schoen and Seiwert
underestimate the importance of history in creating the ethos that
shapes t11e German debate about new religions.

irst we wish to thank Ms. Brigitte Schoen for responding to our
article, "' 1/erfassungsfeindlich': Church, State, and New Religions
in Germany," 1 and Prof. Hubert Seiwert for responding to both
Schoen's criticisms and our article. Schoen begins by claiming that we
"draw far-reaching conclusions from the anticultists' use of the terrn" verfassungsfeindlich (hostile to the basic law or constitution), which she says
"is claimed to be causally responsible for extensiYe state action, including jurisdiction." Then she argues that we "privilege the ideas of' our
"informants, who link the tenn to totalitarianism." These "infonnants"
she further claims are "from either the anticult scene or from more or
less deviant minority religions .... "2
Anyone who has actually read our article will immediately recognize
that we do no such thing. Nowhere in the article do we say that we are
discussing the use of "the term" verfassimgsfeindlich or make causal connections. Rath er we argue that this term and the ideology that we believe
it symbolizes helps explain what Seiwert rightly recognizes as a "collec-
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